Knowledge Survey: Digital Atlas Lab

IMPORTANT! Please circle one of the following:
I am taking this survey  1. Pre-lab assignment  -OR-  2. Post-lab assignment

This is a survey based on the knowledge you have of material which will be (or was) covered in the Digital Atlas lab assignment. The purpose of this survey is to see how your knowledge of material has changed from before starting the lab assignment to after completing the lab assignment. Please answer each question based on how confident you would feel answering the question at this time if it were to be asked for graded purposes.

Possible Answers:
A= I feel confident about this material.
B= I feel somewhat confident about this material.
C= I do not feel confident about this material.

Questions:
1. I could explain what rocks and minerals are and name some types of rocks.
2. I could explain what a fossil is and discuss requirements for an object to become a fossil.
3. I could discuss the Borah Peak Earthquake.
4. I could explain features of a topographic map.
5. I could discuss basic concepts of glaciers and glaciation in Idaho.
6. I could discuss the hydrologic cycle.